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Freestyle Shaper, Optimizer and Profiler



About this course



Student Notes:



Objectives of the course In this course you will learn how to: - Create styled shapes using digitized data - Create surfaces using a curve-based approach - Create surfaces using a surface-based approach - Analyze and correct the curve quality - Analyze and correct the surface quality



Targeted audience Surface Designers



Prerequisites
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Students attending this course should have knowledge of CATIA Surface Design
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1.5 Days
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Table of Contents (1/2) Introduction to FreeStyle Shaper Introduction to FreeStyle Workbench Accessing the Workbench Exploring the User Interface Using the Compass Using the Visualization Tools The Tools Dashboard To Sum Up
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Using the Curve-Based Approach



5 6 7 8 10 12 13 16
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What is Curve Based Approach Curve Creation Surface Creation Using Curves To Sum Up



18 19 28 33



Using the Surface-Based Approach



34



What is Surface Based Approach Basic Concepts and Terminologies Surface Creation Surface/Shape Modification



35 36 39 59
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Table of Contents (2/2) Performing Operations on Surfaces To Sum Up



Analysis Tools



78 79 80 84 93 94
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What is Temporary Analysis Analyzing Surfaces Analyzing Curves Analyzing Using Parametrization To Sum Up



68 77
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Introduction to FreeStyle Shaper



Student Notes:
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You will be introduced to the various approaches in Free from design and also to the user interface of the workbench.
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Introduction to FreeStyle Workbench



Student Notes:



FreeStyle Shaper workbench is used to generate Aesthetic Non-Associative (datum) 3D curves and surfaces from scratch and to dynamically deform and analyze all produced elements. Designers can create flawless, styled shapes from scratch using three-dimensional free-form curves and surfaces or with digitized data. He can also decide the type of continuity of these curves and surfaces. FreeStyle Shaper creates math-free representation for all types of free-form curves and surfaces thus making product development process very intuitive. It also allows for direct manipulation with propagation of surface modifications on all related topology.
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So, to create a surface, a designer may use Surface Based Approach directly to create surfaces, without creating the boundaries and curves OR may use Curve Based Approach to create the boundaries first and then create the surface based on these curves.
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Accessing the Workbench
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At any time, the current workbench is indicated by an icon on the right hand Tool Bar.
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Exploring the User Interface (1/2)



Part tree



Compass



Free Style tools...



Features Analysis
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Tools Dashboard



Standard tools
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Exploring the User Interface (2/2)



Student Notes:
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Insert Menu
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Using the Compass (1/2) The compass is used to: Select a plane/direction to perform an action Make it privileged plane Apply a transformation to one or several entities. Hit F5 several times to switch from x0y to y0z to z0x. The compass also has an associated contextual menu.



This toolbar helps to swap from one selection to another



In this toolbar you have the choice of the main plane/direction Activate the main plane that is the most visible on your viewing position Use a plane or 3 points to define a plane/direction
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Reset the compass in xyz mode Switch the compass from not linked to linked to the entity When linked to an entity, create the compass plane for later use
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Using the Compass (2/2) Positioning the compass: You may drag and drop your compass onto: A curve: the plane normal to the curve will be defined. A surface: the plane tangent to the surface where you dropped the compass will be defined.



The compass is then switched from x,y,z to a u,v,w trihedron. Then hitting F5 you will flip from u,v to v,w then w,x plane definition. Once a plane/direction is selected, you may use this plane/direction definition in the relevant action. Each time you find the following icon, use it to project control points within “Control Point” menu



Z translation



Y rotation



Display according to a main plane: X rotation



Just click the x, y or z letter to display corresponding y0z, z0x and x0y view Click the same letter again to reverse the view direction Pan the display by click+hold on x,y or z axis and moving the mouse Rotate the display by click+hold on the arcs of circle and moving the mouse X translation
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Apply a transformation to one or several entities:



Z rotation



Y translation



Link the compass to an entity and then use the axes/rotation circles from the compass, the entity will physically move in your model You can also manipulate several entities: first position your compass on an entity, then multi-select the entities to be moved and act on the compass To reset the compass drag and drop it on the absolute xyz axis (lower right of the screen)
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Using the Visualization Tools



Student Notes:



FreeStyle Visualization Options are very useful to display characteristics of entities. You can access them using Tools > Visualization or by accessing the toolbar Apply dress-up: This dialog box is used to define what will be displayed using option Apply You may display the Control Points of the entities or its segmentation and change the symbols used for points. Select the entities to process A new contextual menu enables to keep patch limits of a given surface or curve Remove the visualization options: Select the entities to process Click the Remove Visualization menu Geometric information:
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Select an entity Click Geometric information icon Information such as entity type and order are displayed in a box Select other elements to be analyzed, in the tree, if necessary Click the icon again to exit the function Visual Symmetry ( need to work in Product context ): Select the part to process Click the Visual Symmetry icon Select a reference plane
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The Tools Dashboard (1/3) The Tools Dashboard groups options that are common to several functions
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Create Datum: When the option is ON, the result of the current action is a datum, not a feature. It has no link with its parent entities, it cannot be updated when its parents are modified. Click the button to activate the option Click again to cancel it Double-click the button to make the option permanent Applies to 3D Curve, Styling Sweep, Net Surface Temporary Analysis Mode: When the option is activated, it enables to visualize a chosen analysis while creating elements, i.e. Applies to 3D Curves, Match Curves, Fill, Net, Sweep... Keep original: When the option is activated, the input entity is not deleted as the new one is created. Applies to Offset, Project Curve, Break,Untrim,Fragmentation, Disassemble etc.
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Inserting in a New Geometrical Set: When the option is activated, the result of an operation is inserted in a new geometrical set. Applies to Break (Curve and Surface), Disassemble, Copy Geometric Parameters, and Dress-Up commands.
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The Tools Dashboard (2/3)



Student Notes:



Snap: These options activate the automatic detection of vertices, edges, control points and segments for snapping. Applies to Control Points, Match, Global Deformation, Planar Patch, 3D Curve.
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Attenuation: These buttons allow a quick setting of the attenuation, i.e. the parameter that defines the speed of the movements controlled by the mouse. Applies to Control Points, Match, Offset, Blend, 3D curve.
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The Tools Dashboard (3/3)



Continuity: When the option is ON, continuities of the current element are displayed and can be frozen. Applies to Control Points,Match, Blend, Fill.



U,V orders: When the option is ON, the order of the element being created is displayed and can be changed. Applies to Control Points, Match, Fit.
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Furtive display: When the option is ON, the control points of the entity being created are displayed. Applies to Blend, 3D Curve,… Contact Points: When the option is ON, contact points are displayed and can be moved by dragging or assigned a precise location. Applies to Match, Blend, Styling Sweep, Curve on Surface, Styling Corner…
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Tensions: When the option is ON, tangent and curvature tensions of the entity being created can be displayed and changed manually. Applies to Match, Blend.
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To Sum Up



Student Notes:



In this lesson you have seen:
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The working environment of FreeStyle Shaper workbench. The method to create Intuitive, math-free, flexible shapes. Working methods with tools like Compass, Visualization tool and Tools Dashboard.
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Using the Curve-Based Approach



Student Notes:
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In this lesson we will learn how to create curves using various tools and learn how free form surfaces can be created from these curves.
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What is Curve Based Approach



Student Notes:



This approach helps the designer to create curves,check them for quality (smoothness,continuity) and then generate surfaces from these curves.
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Curve Based Approach: Fits the needs of those who can control shapes using minimal mathematical concepts Allows associativity for easy shape modification
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Curve Creation



Student Notes:
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In this skillet you will learn various tools used to create curves and also use the curves to create surfaces.
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3D Curve Creation (1/3) 3D Curve is a Freeform curve in space. Using 3D Curve Command you can create curves by points in space, with or without links to existing elements. The curves can be edited by double-click and they are updated if their parent entities are modified. Input of Points: Just select the points to be used as
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Control Points Near Points Passing through Points If you select a point in space, its position will be defined by the privileged plane. If you select a point on existing geometry (existing point, vertex, point on curve or on surface…), a constraint will be created between the point and the existing geometry. If the existing geometry is changed, the 3D Curve is updated. If you do not want such a constraint, activate the option Disable geometry detection.
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3D Curve created



When the parent is modified, the 3D curve also gets modified
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3D Curve Creation (2/3) You can edit a 3D-Curve (double-click) and move the input points. You may also use the dialog box buttons to: Insert a point: Add a new point



Remove a point: Suppress a point



Free or constrain a point: create a link between a point and another element (point, curve, surface) or on the contrary, free a point so that it becomes independent from its support



Control Points: If you select more than 6 points, multi-arc elements will be created. At any time you may come back to a previously selected point and modify its location.
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Through Points: The result will be a spline contour made of (No of points-1) curves of order 4.
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3D Curve Creation (3/3) Near Points: The result will be a Mono Arc curve. You may input deviation value and segmentation. Automatic order option enables you to automatically compute an order that will respect at best all the curve constraints.



Smoothing options enables you to smoothen a curve using a mathematical law based on curvature acceleration.



Smoothing parameter = 50



Smoothing parameter = 130
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You can choose between two smoothing options: Chord length: The smoothing result depends on the distance between smoothing points Uniform: The points Parameterization is uniform you can now tune the smoothing parameter according to your needs. The smoothing parameter enables a better control points distribution of the smoothed curve. The higher this parameter is the smoother the curve will be.
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Uniform



Chord length
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Creating Curves on Surfaces (1/2) Two tools available to create curves on surfaces are: Curve on Surface Isoparametric curves



Curve on surface This tool is very useful to create trimming curves on a surface. To create this type of curve you need to select a surface on which the curve will lay. Point by Point: you will specify a series of points (see Mode) Isoparameter: You will create an Iso U or Iso V of your patch.
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Through points: the result will be a spline contour made of (No of points-1) curves of order 4.
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Near Points: the result will be a mono-arc curve, smoothed on the points. You may choose the resulting order. For this curve



With control points: more than 6 points you will create multi-arc curve.



Creation type: Point by Point Mode: Using Control points
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Creating Curves on Surfaces (2/2) Isoparametric Curves



This tool is very useful to create trimming curves on a surface. To create this type of curve you need to select a surface on which the curve will lay. Selection: For a multi patches surface you have to create a GSD join Result: You will create a chained Iso U or Iso V of your surface.
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Direction is Defined by a line



Click a point from which the isoparametric curve will pass
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Click to swap the direction



The Result is Associative and is a feature
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Matching Curves (1/2)



Student Notes:



The Match Curve command is used to automatically modify a curve so as to be connected to another curve while taking the continuity type into account. Select the curve you want to match first and then select the curve to which the first curve will be matched. The first curve is automatically modified depending on the chosen type of constraint. Match curve will not create any new curve, but will modify the existing curve. Continuities: Update the continuity level of the blend curve by switching this option on (dashboard) and then right- click on the displayed continuity to select the appropriate level. You may also just click on the continuity to flip to the next level of continuity.
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Tension: Display tangency tension (dashboard) and adjust it by acting on the manipulators. You will change the shape of the match or use right-click the value to key in a new value. Contact Points: You can tune the location of the match curve end point by activating the dashboard option. A manipulator allows you to slide these points on the curves.
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Matching Curves (2/2) Available Options: Project End Point: Allows a linear projection of the minimum distance between the curves to be matched by projecting the initial curve onto the target curve. Quick Analysis: Enables to check the match consistency. A warning message might be issued in case of inconsistency.



First selected curve
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Second selected curve



First selected curve matches itself with the second selected curve with given constraints



Control Points: “N: x” indicates the number of control points belonging to the curve.
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Blending Curves Blend Curves are used to connect 2 curves together. You manage the continuities with the connected curves: 1- select the first and the second curve to connect 2- switch continuities according to the expected result (simple, tangent or curvature continuity). Continuity Contact Points: You can tune the location of each blend endpoint on the original contours by activating this option (dashboard). A manipulator allows you to slide these points on the curves.



Tensions



Contact Points
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Continuities: Update the continuity level of the blend curve by switching this option on (dashboard) and then right- click the displayed continuity to select the appropriate level. You may also just click the continuity to flip to the next level of continuity. Tension: Display tangency tension (dashboard) and adjust it by acting on the manipulators. You will change the shape of the blend or use right-click the value to key in a new value. This homogenization is only possible with an approximated blend surface.
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Surface Creation Using Curves



Student Notes:
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In this skillet you will learn how to create surfaces from a given set of curves (Sweep and Net Surface)
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Creating Styling Sweeps (1/2) “Styling Sweeps” allow you to generate surfaces by moving a section along one or several curves: First input is the profile to be swept Second input is the spine contour. The Spine defines the shape of the sweep. Third input is the guide contour used to sweep the profile



There are 4 different kinds of sweep:
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Simple Sweep: One contour is moved along one spine. Sweep and Snap: The profile is rotated or slid around the spine contact point normal plane to keep profile contact with the guide contour. Sweep and Fit: In this case, a global transformation of the profile is applied to ensure that the contact with the guide contour. Sweep Near Profiles: In this case, several profiles are used, a first one plus one or several reference profiles giving the coupling and side conditions (tangency, curvature) on the guide an spine contours. This does not ensure that the result will pass through the reference profiles.



Simple Sweep
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Sweep and Snap



Sweep and Fit



Sweep Near Profiles
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Creating Styling Sweeps (2/2) Moving frame: they are used to impose the way we will position the intermediate profile along the spine: Moving Frame



Spine Profile



Right-click to access other options
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Translation: The profile is only translated along the spine contour On contour: The profile location is computed according to the contour trihedron (T, N, B) Fixed direction: The normal is replaced by the fixed direction. The binormal is then recomputed using the tangent and the fixed direction. This is specially useful to avoid cork screw or waving effects. Tangent to Contour: The Profile location is computed maintaining tangency with the spine. You can check the evolution of your moving frame evolution by dragging the manipulator along the spine. In case the spine is a surface boundary, you may also slide the profile on the spine to remain tangent to supporting surface. This also concerns the guide side for “Sweep and Fit” and for “Sweep Near Profile”. Attention: -The contours have to be W&S joined entities or boundaries -There must be a contact between Profile and Spine as well as between Profile and Guide
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Creating Net Surface (1/2) Net surfaces allow you to generate entities on two sets of curves: First select a set of guides Then, select a set of profiles Continuity constraints can be given on sides to connect with existing surfaces. The first selected guide is taken as dominant and marked guide(d) on screen: This curve will impose its U-parameterization to the resulting net surface. The other guides are re-approximated to follow the same parameterization as the dominant guide. The net surface will not go exactly through the non-dominant guide. The dominant guide can be changed by selecting another guide curve (with CTRL key). Dominant Guide
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The first selected profile is taken as dominant and marked profile(d) on screen: this curve will impose its V-parameterization to the resulting net surface. The other guides are re-approximated to follow the same parameterization. The profiles don’t have to intersect the guides exactly. They are reapproximated to intersect if necessary The net surface does not go exactly through the profiles, even the dominant one. The dominant profile can be changed by selecting another profile curve (with CTRL key).



Dominant Profile
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Creating Net Surface (2/2)



Student Notes:
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Any time an outside guide or profile is lying on a surface, continuity constraints can be selected to ensure continuities in point, tangency or curvature with the support surfaces. The level of continuity is changed using the labels displayed when the corresponding option is active in the dashboard.
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To Sum Up



Student Notes:



In this lesson you have seen:
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What is a Curve based approach and its advantages Creating curves Surfaces created from these curves like Net surface and Sweep surface
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Using the Surface-Based Approach



Student Notes:
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In this lesson, you will learn how to create surfaces and methods to modify them by performing various operations.
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What is Surface Based Approach



Student Notes:



Freestyle Shaper workbench allows the designer to directly create surfaces without having to create its boundaries/curves first. These surfaces could be surfaces from Generative Shape Design workbench, or simply patches created in Freestyle shaper workbench. The Surface based approach is:
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Intuitive to those who are used to manipulating shapes by their control points. Intended to serve user sensibility and creativity.
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Basic Concepts and Terminologies (1/3) Patch: A patch is the most elementary building block of a surface. A patch has 4 sides and is curvature continuous within. Patches can be combined together to form cells and surfaces.
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Order of a Patch: Patches have 4 sides. They are defined by a grid of control points. The grid has two dimensions U and V. There are rows of control points in each direction. Number of grid rows in each direction decides the order of patch. ‘Order’ of a patch (or a curve) is the coordinate system of the patch. It is the mathematical definition of the patch and is used to define paths on the surface. It is expressed as a ratio of overall length ranging from 0 to 1 along each direction. In the case of a curves, only U exists.
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V



n io ct e r Di



U



Di re ct io n



Grid of control points



Number of grid in u direction = 8 Number of Grids in v direction = 4 Patch size = 8 x 4 & Order of patch = 8
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Basic Concepts and Terminologies (2/3) Control points



Control Points: Control Points can be thought as lattice or network of poles suspended above or below the span of a surface (or curve).



Mesh or Grid lines



Surface Modification by moving Control Points: Control points define and influence the shape of the surface (or curve). These points act like magnets drawing the surface in their direction. For a Stylist, Control points enable intuitive manipulation of a surface patch. By maneuvering the position of control points, you can change the shape of the surface.
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Select the control points to move
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Drag the selected control points



Deformed surface
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Basic Concepts and Terminologies (3/3) Impact of ‘order’ on the surface By changing the order of a patch, you can either add or remove the gridlines thereby adding or removing control points. For example, for a 4x4 patch, the order is 4. By changing the patch size to 4x5, you are changing the order to 5. This means that there is now one additional mesh line in V direction. This additional mesh lines (control points) give the stylist more flexibility to achieve required shape, but at the same time it can also affect the smoothness (inflections) of the surface.



V
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U



4x4 patch, order =4



Number of control points( )
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4x5 patch, order =5



Flexibility ( )



Additional control mesh line is moved



Smoothness ( )
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Surface Creation



Student Notes:
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In this skillet you will learn about tools used to create basic surfaces
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Creating Simple Patches (1/2)



Student Notes:



We use one of these four functions to create basic surfaces that will be shaped later by their control points.



Planar Patch: You can create a planar patch by selecting two points which define the diagonal of a rectangle. To create points in space you can directly click in the space.The created point will be the projection of the ‘pick’ in the privileged planes defined by the compass. You can also make use of already existing point, such as curve endpoints or already existing patch vertices.
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In this case the patch will always be parallel to the main planes 3-Points Patch: You can create a rectangular patch by selecting 3 points. First 2 points define the length and then the third one defines the width. The rules for the selection of points are the same as for Planar Patch.
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Creating Simple Patches (2/2)



Student Notes:



4-Point Patch: You can create a patch by selecting four points which define the four corners of the patch. The selected points must be existing points such as curve or patch vertices. You cannot pick a point in space.
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Geometry Extraction: You can extract a rectangular area of a patch by selecting 2 points which define the diagonal of the rectangle. The sides will be taken as parallel to U and V directions of the support patch.The selected points must be on the same surface.
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How to Create a Planar Patch 1



First define the privileged plane by right clicking on the compass. Now click on planar patch creation



2



Click to locate the first point in space. Then Right click to edit the patch orders or dimensions



The base of the compass shows the privileged plane. You can use F5 to flip the privileged plane.
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3a



Edit Dimensions and specify the lengths for the patch. By editing Orders you can edit surface degree (U and V). Click Ok to create the patch.



3b



Click for second point in the space to end patch creation.



OR



Using CTRL key after creating the first point, you can center the patch symmetrically about the first point
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How to Create a 3-Point Patch The patch will be created in a plane defined by the compass. To change the plane, swap between the planes by pressing F5 key. 1



Click on 3 point patch creation tool



2



Click to locate the first point in space. Then move the mouse to define the direction of the first side of the patch Second point definition



3



Now, define the third point to define the width of the patch
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Third point definition
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How to Create a 4 Point Patch You need pre-existing geometry to create a 4-point patch. In the illustration, the patch is created using the corners of the two surfaces. 1



Click on 4 point patch creation icon



2



Click for first point creation



1



3



Similarly, click to define other three points
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4



2
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3
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How to Extract Rectangular Geometry The surface extracted using this tool will always lie on the surface from which it is extracted. The resulting surface orders are identical to those of the initial surface. 1



Select the tool and select the surface



2
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3



Click on the surface for the first point



Click on the surface to define the second point



This is the extracted surface



The Order of the Extracted surface is same as that of the original surface
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Creating a Surface by Extrusion



Student Notes:



This function allows the creation of a surface by dragging a curve in a given direction. Select any kind of curve: Planar curve, 3D curve, a Curve on surface or a surface edge and activate Extrude Surface. The extrusion direction can be specified in two ways: Normal to the plane of the curve Following the normal of the Compass
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The extrusion length can be directly input via the keyboard or using the mouse, drag the outside boundary to the required location. Combining with “Snap on vertex” option (dashboard option) is very convenient to stop the extension. Temporary display of the resulting surface: - Plain line shows a segment limit - Dashed line shows the order of your segment
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Creating Offset Surfaces (1/2) To create new surface(s) at a given distance from original surface(s), you can use a tool dedicated to create parallel surfaces. The distance can be constant (Simple) or variable (Variable) Offset command is used to create parallel surfaces
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Select the type of offset. Variable Offset requires values for each corner
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Characteristics of the result. You can specify: The tolerance: you do not control the order, it will be information only. or The maximum order (Delta U, Delta V): you do not control the accuracy, it will be information only.



The surface is offseted by a value of 50mm
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Creating Offset Surfaces (2/2) The following information can be displayed and modified: Offset value: Displays the value of the offset. The value is editable (right-click) Normals: Checks the coherence of the offset on several patches. You may reverse the offset side by clicking the vector Order: Displays the order in U and V Tolerance: Displays the exact tolerance deviation Corner (only simple mode): Allows the use of Snap on geometry to define the offset Order Offset
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Corner



Tolerance
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If you offset a trimmed surface, the temporary display will be based on the untrimmed surface. However the result will be made on the trimmed surface.
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How to Create an Offset Surface To offset a surface, select the surface(s), choose type (simple or variable), define the offset distance (a point can be selected to impose the offset value) 1



3



Select a surface (U=1 and V =0). Click on offset tool.



2



Offset it by 30 mm



Right click on the offset value to edit it.
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Offset surface



Original surface



CATFSS_Offset_Surface.CATPart
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Use Dashboard option of ‘ Keep Original’ to keep both surfaces
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Creating Blend Surfaces (1/2) Blend Surfaces is used to connect two surfaces. You can also manage the continuity of the connected surface: 1- select the boundary of the first surface to connect 2- select the boundary of the second surface to connect 3- switch the continuities according to the expected result (simple, tangent, proportional or curvature continuity). 3 types of Blend are available: - Analytic = Basic, the result is mono patch - Approximated = Advanced, the result may be multi patch - Auto = The system optimizes the choice between the 2 previous methods
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Project endpoints is used in the case where one boundary is much smaller than the other and you need to keep the global dimension of the original shape.
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Creating Blend Surfaces (2/2)
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Adjusting Tangency and Curvature: The Contact points manipulators allow you to dynamically limit the portion of the border to match.



Furtive display (dashboard) gives the characteristics of the resulting surface: - Type of blend - Number of resulting patches
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“Furtive Display” in Dashboard
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How to Create a Blend Surface 1



Select the Blend Icon



2



3



Select the edges of the two surfaces to blend together



Change the continuity type to ‘Curvature’. Also, Edit the tension values. Click on Tension icon to show the tension values.
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Observe that the blended surface is curvature continuous
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Creating a Styling Fillet (1/6) Class A Surfaces are visible, aesthetic free form surfaces. A fillet surface which links two other surfaces must be of the highest quality and have the best possible shape so that the fillet surface itself is indistinguishable from the adjacent surfaces. You can create a Fillet surface by selecting the two intersecting surfaces (input surfaces). You can also select curves on the input surface to define the radius of the rolling ball. The following options are available: A.



Support: Select the two input surfaces between which the fillet is computed.



B.



Continuity: Specify the required continuity type (G0,G1, G2) on the rolling edge of the fillet. Radius Parameters: a. Radius: Provide a fillet radius b. Minimum Radius: Provide a minimum radius in the middle of the fillet. This option is available only for G2 continuity mode.



B C
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C.



A
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Creating a Styling Fillet (2/6) D.



Arc Type: Creates a fillet with specific order and segmentation. This option is available only for G2 continuity mode.



E.



Fillet Type: Specify the fillet types. a. Variable Fillet b. Chordal Fillet



F.



Deviation Display: Displays the deviations in the 3D area for the local connect checker in the fillet. a. Connection Between Fillet Cells: It display or hide the deviation values within the fillet result. b. Connection Between Fillet ribbon and Support: It display or hide the deviation values between the fillet result and its support.
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D E



F
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Creating a Styling Fillet (3/6) H.



Extrapolate: Extends the fillet surface up to the reference surface. I



I.



Relimitation: These options are available only when Extrapolate is on.



H



Extrapolate



Support 1



a. Trim Face: Trims face of reference surface on fillet boundaries. The basic surface remains unaffected. b. Trim Approx: Trims the fillet surface geometrically. The result is not a face. The basic surface changes.
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Extrapolated surface



Extrapolate
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Parameterization is not affected



Support 2



Parameterization is affected



Trim Face



Trim Approx
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Creating a Styling Fillet (4/6) J.



Parameters: These options determine the parameterization of the fillet surface.



Independent Approximation



K



a. Default: Parameterization which best suits the scenario is taken into account.



Patch 1 Parameterization
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Internally computed Parameterization which best suits the scenario.



Patch 2 Parameterization You can use the ‘Independent Approximation’ to parameterize one fillet surface and disregard the parameterization of the neighboring fillet surfaces. This will help you to prevent the influence of any neighboring bad control point mesh on the fillet surface.
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Creating a Styling Fillet (5/6) b. Patch 1: Parameterization of Patch 1 surface is taken into account.



c. Patch 2: Parameterization of Patch 2 surface is taken into account.



Patch 1 Parameterization



Parameterization similar to Patch 1



Parameterization similar to Patch 2



Patch 2 Parameterization
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d. Average: Average of parameterization from Patch 1 and Patch 2 is taken in account.
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Average of Parameterization from Patch 1 and Patch 2
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Creating a Styling Fillet (6/6) e. Blend: Parameterization at edges of the fillet surface is taken from the corresponding patches. Parameterization when Blend option is used



f. Chordal: Parameterization is equal in both directions.
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Parameterization is equally distributed
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Surface/Shape Modification



Student Notes:
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This lesson will teach you how to modify and deform surfaces and match different surfaces together.
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What is Surface/Shape Modification As a Designer you need to continuously deform surfaces and curves for quality reasons, to respect the continuity constraints with adjoining surfaces. Few tools to deform the surfaces are:



Extend



Control Points



Match Surface Fit to Geometry



Global Deformation



Control Points: Control points are a set of data points which define a curve or a surface. The number of control points of a curve or a surface are dependent on the order of that curve or surface. You can add control points on a surface by changing its order.
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Control points offers a very intuitive way of modifying a curve or a surface Match Surface: The tool is used to match a surface with adjoining surfaces respecting the continuity constraints Fit to Curve: The tool is used to Map a curve to a cloud of points Global Deformation: The tool is used to deform all the linked surfaces
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Modifying Surfaces Using Their Control Points (1/2)



Student Notes:



Control Points are used to modify the shape of a surface Select the control points that are free to move (the others remain fixed) Choose a direction for moving the control points that you pull If several control points are free to move, define a deformation distribution law. Choose the possible directions with the icons of the dialog box as follows: Perpendicular to the privileged plane Along directions defined by the segments connecting the control point Parallel to the normal direction of the curve at the considered point In the privileged plane (change the privileged plane if necessary)
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Parallel to the tangent direction of the curve at the considered point
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In a local plane automatically detected by the system to preserve tangency directions (for example to allow the surface to be tangent to its symmetric
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Modifying Surfaces Using Their Control Points (2/2)



Student Notes:



Define a deformation distribution law with the icons of the dialog box as follows: Deformation performed on one of the connections is propagated on the others according to current diffusion and cross diffusion laws All the selected points are equally moved The deformation distribution on selected points is linear from the pulled point (maximum deformation) to the last selected point (no deformation) The deformation law is concave, i.e. the deformation attenuates quickly (local deformation) The deformation law is convex, i.e. the deformation attenuates slowly (more global deformation)
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The possible directions are shown by green arrows when you bring your pointer close to a control point or a line.
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The deformation varies slowly at both ends and quickly in the middle



When you select and drag an arrow, the control point (or the line) becomes the pulled point (or line) and is moved in the direction of the arrow. The other selected points are moved according to the chosen deformation law. A GSD point can be created by rightclicking on a control point and selecting “Keep this point”.
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Matching Surfaces (1/2)



Student Notes:



The Tool is used to Match two surfaces, or a surface to a curve. It extends one surface to come up to the other element, specifying the continuity between the two elements. You can update the continuities of a surface relatively to another.



Select the entities to adjust.The modified surface is automatically computed and displayed. The constraint on the boundary can be displayed (dashboard option) and adjusted. Relevant Information about the result can be seen in the dialog box
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Match Type could be Analytic or Approximated Analytic: deformation of the original surface Approximated: a new surface is computed In any case you may let the system decide by switching the Auto mode
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Matching Surfaces (2/2) Global Tension and local tangent using manipulators (dashboard option): Adapt Curvature tension Edit local tangent angle using contextual menu you get Target (referenced element), Initial (tangent first surface), or User (input a specific value) Project end points: is used if you match a boundary much smaller than the reference boundary and you want to keep the global dimension of the shape. Project boundary: is used to match on a curve lying on a surface (rather than a surface boundary). Move on main axis: control points are moved according to your compass orientation Diffusion: deformation is propagated smoothly to all control points lines Copyright DASSAULT SYSTEMES



Display: Distance, Angles, Curvature using Quick connect Checker Control Points to check / modify quality of the resulting surface
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How to Match Surfaces When you Match two surfaces, one surface gets modified and adjusts itself according to another surface respecting the continuity constraint between the two surfaces. 1



Select the ‘Match Surface’ icon



2



3



Select first the boundary you want to adjust



Then, select the curve you want to match it to



4 The modified surface is automatically computed and
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displayed. Modify the continuity constraint between the two surfaces
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Deforming a Set of Surfaces



Student Notes:



Global Deformation tool is used to deform a set of surfaces in one operation. Type: Intermediate surface A pseudo-patch is computed: it is a planar patch in the privileged plane bounding the deformed surface. Check this patch and use F5 to adjust it before hitting the RUN option. The “Control Point” box is then displayed and acting on the Control Points of the Pseudo Patch, you will dynamically deform the surfaces. It is a nice way of creating models families from a reference, also you may try different shape modifications to get to the expected style
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Guides: They are used to impose continuities control along 1 or 2 surfaces
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How to Create a Global Deformation Use Global Deformation to deform surfaces which are linked together. 1



Click on the Global Deformation tool



2



3



Select ‘Control Points’ option and ‘Run’ the command



Using the control points to deform all the three surfaces together
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4



Using the Ctrl-key, select all three surfaces
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Performing Operations on Surfaces



Student Notes:
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In this lesson you will learn how to Break and Trim curves and surfaces and to create constraints between them.
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Trimming Curves and Surfaces (1/4)



Student Notes:



Trimming is done to redefine the limits of one or more features by splitting them by one or more features. You can break: Curves by points Curves by curves Surfaces by curves
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Break dialog box, Break Report dialog box and Tools palette are displayed on clicking the Break icon.
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Trimming Curves and Surfaces (2/4) This is the first part of the Break dialog box. It enables you to: Select feature(s) to be cut Select cutting feature(s) This is the second part of the Break dialog box: It enables you to tune the Break command according to your needs. You can: Choose a Projection type (none, normal to compass or normal to cut feature) Choose a Relimitation type (Curve / Surface Trim or Edge / Face Trim) Extrapolate in tangency cutting features The Break Report dialog box displays the information regarding the cutting elements. It lists:
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The cutting elements that can be used for the Break The cutting elements that cannot be used for the Break
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Surfaces kept



Surfaces not kept
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Trimming Curves and Surfaces (3/4) Fragment: Input curve(s) or surface(s) are fragmented without selecting the Limitation input set. The curve or surface is broken by its segment boundaries. In this case the Limitation input selector will be inactive.



Fragment



Break into equal number



Break into equal number: This option allows you to break an input curve(s) into required number of parts without selecting the Limitation input set. This option is not available if Break Surface option is selected. Invert



Selection



Break Both



Disassemble
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Invert Selection This option allows you to move the selected elements from one field to the other. If selected Break type is Curve, only curves will move to the Element field else only surfaces will move to the Element field.
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Selected Elements



Only Surface moved to Element field
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Trimming Curves and Surfaces (4/4) Relimitation: Curve / Surface Trim: The surface is not relimited and its limits are redefined. A new surface is created. The maximum order of the new surface can be defined using a contextual menu. Edge / Face Trim: The surface is relimited and the control points of the initial surface are kept.



Break Report



Projection: If the curve is not a “Curve on Surface”, you can choose the way you will project the curve onto the surface: Normal to the Surface Along the normal of the Compass privilege plane
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Break report icon explanation
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The cutting elements can be used for the Break. A projection must be applied in order to use cutting elements flagged with projection icon. An extrapolation must be applied in order to use cutting elements flagged with extrapolation icon. If a red cross is displayed, it means that the problem cannot be managed by the system. Note: If you click one element of the break report, its corresponding curve is highlighted
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How to Trim Curves and Surfaces (1/2) 1



Access the ‘Break’ command. Select Break type: ‘Break Surfaces’



2



Select the surface(s) to be split and the cutting element Cut



Cutting



Choose the projection direction (in case curve doesn’t lie on the surface). Also, define extrapolation type
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3
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How to Trim Curves and Surfaces (2/2) 4



Click on ‘Apply’. Click on the portion which you want to remove



Click OK to Validate
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5



Student Notes:
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Creating Matching Constraints Between Surfaces (1/2)



Student Notes:



The tool is used to create matching constraints between surfaces: Click the “Match Constraint” icon Select the elements between which you want to create a matching constraint First-selected surface is automatically deformed in order to have continuity with the last-selected surface.
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The continuity type contextual menu allows to switch to other types The newly created constraint is now stored in the model. During any further design modification, the system will optimized the stored continuities. This concept is a freeform extension of “Part and Sketcher” constraints ‘Matching constraint’ tool gives you the flexibility to change the constraint between the surface later on.This is not possible in when surfaces are modified using ‘Match surface’ tool
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Creating Matching Constraints Between Surfaces (2/2)



Student Notes:



In the “Match Constraint” dialog box Diffusion: Deformation is propagated smoothly to all control points lines. If this option is not checked, the number of deformed rows is defined by the chosen continuity type. Partly: first selected surface border is projected onto the second border (useful if the borders have very different sizes)



Select the Source surface Select the Target surface. The Source surface will be modified according to the Target surface



Diffusion
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Orders of continuity
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To Sum Up



Student Notes:



You have seen:
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What is Surface Based approach and advantages offered by this method How to create surfaces How to modify the surfaces How to Match surfaces using constraint tool
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Analysis Tools



Student Notes:
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In this lesson you will learn to perform analysis on curves and surfaces to check their quality.
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What is Temporary Analysis



Student Notes:



Temporary Analysis helps you to analyze a curve/surface during the process of Feature creation. Temporary Analysis is available in Dashboard Toolbar



The “Temporary Analysis” icon enables to visualize a chosen analysis while creating elements,i.e.Analysis can be done while creating the following features. 3D Curve Match Curves Fill Net Sweep & Styling Sweep
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As soon as element creation is done, the analysis disappears.
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Temporary porcupine analysis is being performed while creating 3D curve
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Analyzing Surfaces



Student Notes:
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In this Skillet you will learn to use various Tools to Analyze quality of surfaces
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Performing Cutting Planes Analysis



Student Notes:



This type of Analysis helps to analyze a surface using parallel cutting planes. The intersection of the planes with the surface is represented by curves on the surface. From these curves, you can visualize the Porcupine analysis.



The cutting planes can be: Parallel according to the direction defined by the compass Perpendicular to a curve Anywhere, they are then selected manually one by one
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The number of planes is explicitly keyed in or defined by a step between planes. The section lines can be created as curves using a contextual menu (rightclick). This analysis is dynamic, meaning that you can interactively modified a number or parameters to fine-tune the analysis.
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How to Perform Cutting Planes Analysis 1



Access the “Cutting Planes” command through Shape Analysis toolbar



2



Student Notes:



Select the surface on which analysis is performed and select “Parallel planes” option in the dialog box.



The plane is created according to privileged plane



Select the options to perform curvature analysis and display the arc length
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3
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Performing Reflection lines Analysis



Student Notes:



The reflection lines are produced by a set of parallel lines reflecting on the surface. The reflection can be computed the following methods. In screen direction (then the lines are constantly updated when the view direction changes) or According to a fixed-eye position (then the lines do not change when the view direction changes)
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The position of the lines is defined by the compass. Their number and spacing is keyed in directly in the dialog box. The line can also be created as curve.
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Analyzing Curves



Student Notes:
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In this skillet you will learn to use various tools to Analyze the quality of curves
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Performing Porcupine Curvature Analysis (1/2)



Student Notes:



Display either curvature or radius of curvature on curves 1- select the curves to be analyzed 2- pick menu “Curvature Analysis”



Choose between type“Curvature” or “Radius of Curvature”



“Density” and “Amplitude” are related to number and size of displayed curvature.



“Project on plane” indicates whether you want the 3D-curvature or the curvature of the curve projected in the preference plane (compass). Use “Automatic” to dynamically scale the display according to your viewing. You may decide to impose the size factor by input of the amplitude.
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Curvature display: choice between “Comb” (spikes) and/or “Envelop” (curve connecting the extremities of the spikes). “Particular”: Displays the min and max values “Reverse”: Displays the spikes on the other side of the contour
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Curvature display: choice between “Comb” (spikes) and/or “Envelop” (curve connecting the extremities of the spikes).
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Performing Porcupine Curvature Analysis (2/2)



Student Notes:



Curvature graph option will create a separate window of the curvature graph of the curves. You can slide your pointer in this graph to check values at different points of the curve.
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You can slide your pointer on the display to check the value along the contour. Using right-click, you can also create inflection points as GSD points.
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Performing Connect Checker Analysis Between Curves (1/2)



Student Notes:



Connect Checker Analysis is used to check connections between curves. It can be performed in the following two modes: Boundary Projection In ‘Boundary’ mode, the connection analysis is performed between the boundary of elements. In ‘Projection’ mode, the connection analysis is performed between the boundary of one element and projection of that boundary on another element. Analysis in Boundary mode:
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Select the two curves, specify the type of analysis (distance, tangency, curvature, and curvature tangency) and set the analysis parameters. Connection can be checked for: Distance by G0 analysis Tangency by G1 analysis Curvature by G2 analysis Curvature Tangency by G3 analysis Overlapping
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G0 analysis
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Performing Connect Checker Analysis Between Curves (2/2)



Student Notes:



Analysis in Projection mode: The Projection mode for Curve-Curve analysis allows you to directly project the curve extremity of the first selected curve onto the second curve. The analysis is then performed between the curve extremity and its projection on the second curve. The curve selected first is the ‘Source’ curve. The curve extremities of this curve will be projected on the second curve. Similarly the curve selected second is the ‘Target’ curve. The display of the results will be similar to Curve-Curve connection analysis in Boundary mode.
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Source Curve



Target Curve
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Performing Distance Analysis (1/4)



Student Notes:



Analyze the distance between any two geometric element 1- Select the features to analyze (Curve, Surface, Set of Surfaces) 2- Select the projection Space 3- Select the measurement direction 4- Tune displays options View mode must be set as “Materials” Selection state: First set: Select a curve, a surface, or a set of surface Second set: select a curve, a surface or a set of surface Running point: Display distance value between the point below the pointer and the other set of elements. The projection is visualized and the value is displayed in the geometry area
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Invert analysis: Use the Invert Analysis button to invert the computation direction.
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Performing Distance Analysis (2/4)



Student Notes:



Measurement direction: Provides options to define how set the direction used for the distance computation Projection Space: Enables to project a curve before mesuring its distance with the second set 3D: Elements are not modified



Projection: Projection according to the X, Y, or Z axis Compass: Projection according to the compass current orientation
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Planar distance: The distance is computed between a curve and the intersection of the plane containing that curve. Normal distance: The distance is computed according to the normal to the other set of elements.
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Projection Space is available Only available when analyzing curves
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Performing Distance Analysis (3/4)



Student Notes:



Full color range, it provides a complete analysis based on the chosen color range It provides a simplified analysis, with only three values and four colors Display the 2D diagram & Distance analysis window Statistical distribution : To display the percentage of points between two values
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Min/Max values: To display the minimum and maximum distance values and locations on the geometry.
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Color Scale:To display the Color Scale dialog box
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Performing Distance Analysis (4/4)



Student Notes:



Points : To see the distance analysis in the shape of points



Spikes : To see the distance analysis in the shape of spikes
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Texture : To check the analysis using color distribution
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Analyzing Using Parameterization



Student Notes:



This analysis enables to analyze the CATPart structure and shows how to isolate specific features within a part. This is particularly useful when managing PowerCopies.
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Select Parameterization Analysis from In Tools menu A special filter in the dialog box allows to select specific kinds of elements.
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While using this filtering, other operations can still be performed on the parts.
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To Sum Up



Student Notes:



You have seen:
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How to perform Temporary Analysis How to Analyze curves and surfaces
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Summary



Student Notes:
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In this course you have learnt: How to design Freestyle surfaces using Curve Based as well as Surface Based Approach. How to modify surfaces to respect quality standards. How to analyze curves and surfaces.
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Product Engineering Optimizer 

Jan 19, 2009 - CATIA Training. COPYRIGHT ... The aim is to adapt a strap on a pre-existing assembly containing 3 wheels and a wheel adjuster. The strap ...
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Realistic Shape Optimizer 

Jan 19, 2009 - Student Notes: ... The deformation has to be applied to the CAD part to get the ... the surface(s) can be any CATIA V5 or imported surface.
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Generative Shape Optimizer 

Jan 19, 2009 - How to Create a Junction: Manual Coupling (1/2) ... The manual coupling : Coupling Curve .... Fillet radius: It is the radius of the surface. 3.
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CATIA Freestyle Sketch Tracer 

U. L. T. S. Y. S. T. E. M. E. S. CATIA Freestyle. Sketch Tracer. CATIA V5 Training. Foils. Version 5 Release 19. September 2008. EDU_CAT_EN_FSK_FF_V5R19 ...
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CATIA Freestyle Sketch Tracer 

Sep 19, 2008 - Use an image as a background or as a basis for design. - Import an .... wireframe elements like points and curves in FreeStyle workbench.
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CATIA Freestyle Sketch Tracer 

Sep 19, 2008 - EXERCISE BOOK. Copyright DASSAULT ... CATIA Freestyle ... In this exercise you will create sketches which represent the side and top views.
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Realistic Shape Optimizer 

Jan 19, 2009 - Double-click the feature and set the filtering radius value to 3mm (to reduce the number of displacements). Update the Digitized Morphing ...
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Product Engineering Optimizer 

Jan 19, 2009 - an optimization problem using tools from the CATIA Product Engineering. Optimizer ..... To get the graphical results, you have to first select the ...
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Realization of an optical profiler 

to describe a low cost profiler illustrating all the steps of the development, from the ... We will describe these steps in the realization of a profiler whose basic ...
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UNDERWATER VISION PROFILER - OceanObs'09 

INTRODUCTION. The mid- and deep-water layers of the ... for the study and quantification of mid- and deep- .... particles results from sediment trap deployments.
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FreeStyle Sketch Tracer Preface Getting Started Basic Tasks ... .fr 

Oct 26, 2000 - also describes the general layout of CATIA V5, and interoperability ... The following tutorial aims at giving you a feel of what you can do with ...
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freestyle xtreme adventures dbid f32n 
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rÃ¨glement amateur - Total Freestyle 

Seignosse Summer convention 2018 avec hÃ©bergement. - Carrefour des Experts 2018 au Maroc avec hÃ©bergement All Inclusive. - Aquitaine Fitness Party 2018 ...
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